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Computational Science

Use of computer simulation as a tool for greater 
understanding of the real world
Complements experimentation and theory
As our simulations become ever more 
complicated
– Large parallel machines needed to perform 

calculations
– Leveraging parallelism becomes more 

important
Managing code complexity bigger issue as well
– Use of libraries increases (e.g. MPI, BLAS)

Data access is a huge challenge
– Using parallelism to obtain performance
– Providing usable and efficient interfaces

Visualization of entropy in Terascale 
Supernova Initiative application. Image from 
Kwan-Liu Ma’s visualization team at UC Davis.

IBM BG/L system.
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Parallel I/O Tools

System software and libraries have grown up to address I/O issues
– Parallel file systems
– MPI-IO
– High level libraries

Relationships between these are not always clear
Choosing between tools can be difficult

MPI-IO

ROMIO

PnetCDF

PVFS
HDF5

Lustre

GPFS

POSIX
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Goals of this Tutorial

Familiarity with available I/O tools
– Capabilities of various components
– Parallel file system architectures and trade-offs
– How these tools work together in an I/O software stack

Introduction to I/O interfaces available for applications and their features
– POSIX
– MPI-IO
– High-level libraries

Knowledge of what happens under these interfaces
– How interfaces and implementations affect performance
– Impact seen through benchmarks on multiple systems

Guidelines for attaining best performance
– Strengths and weaknesses of specific file systems
– Methods for tuning

Basic MPI programming knowledge is assumed
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First Half Outline

Introduction and I/O software stacks 
– Parallel file systems
– I/O middleware
– High-level I/O libraries

Parallel file systems
– Common architectures
– File system characteristics

Parallel file systems in practice
– PVFS
– IBM GPFS
– CFS Lustre 

POSIX
– Features
– Under the covers of POSIX I/O
– Benchmark: IOR

MPI-IO
– Features
– Example: tiled display reader
– Under the covers of MPI-IO
– Benchmark: noncontig
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Second Half Outline

Parallel netCDF (PnetCDF)
– Features
– Example: FLASH astrophysics 

checkpoint
– Under the covers of PnetCDF

HDF5
– Features
– Example: (bits of) FLASH
– Under the covers of HDF5
– Benchmarks: h5perf and 

FLASH I/O

Metadata operations
– Impact on HEC computing
– Benchmarks: fdtree, mdtest, 

and mpi-md-test

I/O best practice
– Choosing an I/O interface
– Attaining high performance
– Enlisting the experts
– Example: mpiBLAST-pio

Advances in Parallel I/O
– Alignment in MPI-IO
– POSIX I/O Extensions

Conclusions
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Introduction and I/O Software Stacks
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Application I/O

Applications have data models appropriate to 
domain

– Multidimensional typed arrays, images composed 
of scan lines, variable length records

– Headers, attributes on data
I/O system as a whole must:

1. Provide mapping of application data into 
storage abstractions

2. Coordinate access by many processes
3. Organize I/O devices into a single space

And also
– Insulate applications from I/O system changes
– Maintain performance!

Graphic from J. Tannahill, LLNL

Graphic from A. Siegel, ANL
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What about Parallel File Systems?

Most common parallel I/O software and building block of parallel I/O
Organize I/O devices into a single logical space
– Stripe files across devices to increase disk bandwidth
– Leverage multiple network links to increase network bandwidth

Simple stream-of-bytes file model
– But many applications don't want to deal with bytes in files
– Additional software is needed to make the system usable

Clients running applications
(100s-10,000s)

I/O devices or servers
(10s-1000s)

Storage or System Network

....

....

C0 C1 C2 C3 Cn

IOS
1

IOS
n

IOS
2

Network

IOS
0
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I/O for Computational Science

Application require more software than just a parallel file system
Break up support into multiple layers with distinct roles:

– Parallel file system maintains logical space, provides efficient access to data 
(e.g. PVFS, GPFS, Lustre)

– Middleware layer deals with organizing access by many processes
(e.g. MPI-IO, UPC-IO)

– High level I/O library maps app. abstractions to a structured,
portable file format (e.g. HDF5, Parallel netCDF)

High-level I/O Library
I/O Middleware (MPI-IO)

Parallel File System
I/O Hardware

Application
Application

Parallel File System
I/O Hardware
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Parallel File System

Manage storage hardware
– Present single view
– Stripe files for performance

In the context of the I/O software stack
– Focus on concurrent,

independent access
– Publish an interface that middleware can use effectively

• Rich I/O language
• Relaxed but sufficient semantics

– Knowledge of collective I/O usually very limited

High-level I/O Library
I/O Middleware (MPI-IO)

Parallel File System
I/O Hardware

Application
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I/O Middleware

Match the programming model (e.g. MPI)
Facilitate concurrent access by groups
of processes
– Collective I/O
– Atomicity rules

Expose a generic interface
– Good building block for high-level libraries

Efficiently map middleware operations into PFS ones
– Leverage any rich PFS access constructs, such as:

• Scalable file name resolution
• Rich I/O descriptions

High-level I/O Library
I/O Middleware (MPI-IO)

Parallel File System
I/O Hardware

Application
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High Level Libraries

Match storage abstraction to domain
– Multidimensional datasets
– Typed variables
– Attributes

Provide self-describing, structured files
Map to middleware interface
– Encourage collective I/O

Implement optimizations that middleware cannot, such as
– Caching attributes of variables
– Chunking of datasets

High-level I/O Library
I/O Middleware (MPI-IO)

Parallel File System
I/O Hardware

Application
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Parallel File Systems
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File Systems

File systems have two key roles
– Organizing and maintaining the file name space

• Directory hierarchy and file names that let us find things
– Storing contents of files

• Providing an interface through which we can read and write data
Local file systems are used by a single operating system instance (client) 
with direct access to the disk
– e.g. NTFS or ext3 on your laptop drive

Networked file systems provide access to one or more clients who might 
not have direct access to the disk
– e.g. NFS, AFS, etc.
– Parallel file systems (PFSes) are a special kind of networked file 

system written to provide high-performance I/O when multiple clients 
share file system resources (files)
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Hooking to Applications

Applications link to I/O libraries in order to access file systems
– POSIX or stdio in libc library
– MPI-IO in MPI library

Often these libraries translate operations into system calls – operations 
performed by the operating system (OS)
– “Virtual File System” layer in the OS figures out what code 

corresponds to the file, calls FS-specific routines
– For a parallel file system this usually results in communication to I/O 

servers
Some PFSes also provide user-space libraries that bypass the kernel 
layers for performance
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Parallel File Systems and Performance

Striping is the basic mechanism used in PFSes for improving 
performance
– File data is split up and written across multiple I/O servers

Primarily striping allows multiple servers, disks, network links to be 
leveraged during concurrent I/O operations
– Eliminates bottlenecks
– Can also improve serial performance over a single, local disk

Coordinating access can re-introduce bottlenecks
– But is necessary for coherence

Cn

Network

File data to write
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Coherence

Parallel file systems need to be somewhat coherent
– What one client writes another should be able to see new data
– When one client creates a file another should be able to see the file
– Tension between providing performance and coherence

• Synchronization requires communication
– Most parallel file systems provide sequential consistency

• Very safe, but this isn’t necessary for most applications
• Limits concurrent access

Caching is related
– Same system used to guarantee atomicity of changes can in some 

cases be used to allow coherent caching
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Parallel File System Architectures

There seem to be two schools of thought on building parallel file 
systems
Shared Storage Architectures
– Make blocks of disk array accessible by many clients
– Clients operate on disk blocks

Parallel File/Object Server Architectures
– Distribute file data to multiple servers
– Clients operate on regions of files or objects

• Disk blocks are not visible to clients
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Shared Storage Architectures

Clients share access to disk blocks on real or virtual disks
– Directly via Fibre-Channel SAN, iSCSI, ATA over Ethernet
– Indirectly via storage servers

• e.g. Virtual Shared Disk, Network Shared Disk
• May expose devices directly, or pool them into a larger whole

Lock server coordinates shared access to blocks
– May be a distributed service to reduce contention

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

Lock 
Server

Storage Area Network Comm. Network

Pooled storage using existing interconnectShared storage using separate SAN

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

SS1
Lock 

ServerSS0 SS2

Comm. Network
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Parallel File Server Architectures

Clients share access to files or objects
Servers are “smart”
– Understand something about the

structure of data on storage
– I/O servers (IOS) manage local

storage allocation
• Map client accesses into local storage operations

Metadata server (MDS) stores directory and file metadata
– Often a single metadata server stores all metadata for file system

Locking is often required for consistency of data and metadata
– Typically integrated into other servers
– Atomic metadata operations can eliminate need for metadata locking

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

IOS1 MDSIOS2

Comm. Network

IOS0
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Redundancy with Shared Storage

For directly attached storage
– Single disk array can provide hardware redundancy
– Clients can stripe data across multiple disk arrays

For virtual shared storage
– Storage servers replicate blocks, store redundant data across 

physical resources
– SAN may be used behind storage servers for connectivity

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

Lock 
Server

Storage Area Network Comm. Network

Redundancy with virtual shared storageRedundancy with directly attached storage

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

SS1
Lock 

ServerSS0 SS2

Comm. Network

Disk 
Array

Disk 
Array

Disk 
Array

Redundant Store
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Redundancy with Parallel File Servers

Data may be stored on multiple servers for tolerance of server failure
– Orchestrated either by client or servers

Servers may have access to other server’s data
– Take over when a server fails

In both cases, each server is primarily responsible only for its own data

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

IOS1 IOS2

Comm. Network

IOS0 MDS MDS

Redundant storage connectivity for failoverRedundancy with replicated local storage

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4

IOS1 IOS2

Comm. Network

IOS0 MDS MDS

RAID RAIDRAID RAID
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Block- versus Region-Oriented Access Mechanisms

Parallel file system software has to get data from user buffers on clients 
into disk blocks on servers (and vice versa)
Two basic ways that PFSs manage this
– Block-oriented access
– Region-oriented access

The mechanism used by the PFS does have a significant impact on the 
performance for some workloads
– Region-oriented is more flexible and imposes lower overhead
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Block Accesses

In block-oriented file systems (e.g. ones using SANs) clients must 
perform operations in terms of whole disk blocks
Can require read-modify-write over the network
– False sharing is a common problem
– Imagine lots of processes needing to modify the same block...

Process 0

(1) Read

Process 0

(2) Modify

Process 0

(3) Write
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Region Accesses

Some file systems can access at byte granularity
– Clients perform I/O in terms of regions in files or objects

Disk block modification performed at servers
– Move less data over the network by performing read/modify/write at 

servers
Some PFSes can handle noncontiguous accesses as well (e.g. PVFS)

Process 0

(1) Transfer

Process 0 Process 0

(2) Local Read (3) Modify, Write
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Observations on Architectures

Same building blocks are used in both architectures
– Data replication and error correcting codes
– Redundant resources: links, servers, disks

Main difference is in protocol(s) between clients and servers
– Block protocols are very low-level

• Tend to be less efficient
• Block devices are easy to virtualize
• Building management tools is easier

– File and object protocols are more high-level
• More semantic knowledge means more room for optimization
• Exposing more internals makes building management tools more 

difficult
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Example Parallel File Systems
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Example Parallel File Systems

We will discuss three popular, widely used parallel file systems
– PVFS, GPFS, Lustre

The common points
– All were designed for high performance and scalability
– All provide a global name space
– All have the potential to be fault tolerant

• Given the right hardware
– All are capable of multiple GB/sec of aggregate bandwidth

• Given the right hardware
– All can be used both within a cluster and across clusters

There are other options, but we know these three best
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PVFS
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Parallel Virtual File System (PVFS)

Both a research platform and a production-ready parallel file system
File-based storage model

– Fragments of files stored on distributed IO Servers (IOS)
– Clients perform accesses in terms of byte ranges in files (region-oriented)
– Single server type also stores metadata
– Servers assigned roles: metadata, data, or both

Tightly-coupled MPI-IO implementation

An example PVFS file system, with large astrophysics checkpoints distributed across multiple I/O 
servers (IOS)  while small bioinformatics files are each stored on a single IOS.

C C C C C

Comm. Network

PVFS PVFS PVFS PVFS PVFS

IOSIOS IOS IOS

H01

/pvfs

/astro

H03 /bioH06

H02
H05

H04

H01

/astro

/pvfs

/bio

H02
H03
H04

H05 H06

chkpt32.nc

prot04.seq prot17.seq
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The PVFS Project

Collaborators at ANL
– R. Ross, W. Gropp, R. Thakur, P. 

Beckman, S. Lang, R. Latham, 
M. Vilayannur, S. Coghlan, K. 
Yoshii, and K. Iskra

Community and industry partners
– W. Ligon and B. Settlemyer

Clemson University
– P. Wyckoff and T. Baer

Ohio Supercomputer Center
– P. Carns and D. Metheny

Acxiom Corporation
– A. Choudhary and A. Ching

Northwestern University
– T. Ludwig and J. Kunkel

University of Heidelberg

– D.K. Panda
Ohio State University

– P. Honeyman and D. Hildebrand
University of Michigan 

– L. Ward, R. Klundt, and J. Schutt
Sandia National Laboratories

– B. Bode and K. Schochenmaier
Ames Laboratory
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PVFS Architecture

Communication performed over existing 
cluster network
– TCP/IP, InfiniBand, Myrinet

Servers store data in local file systems 
(e.g. ext3, XFS)
– Local files store PVFS file stripes
– Berkeley DB currently used for 

metadata (rather than files)
Mixed kernel-space, user-space 
implementation
– VFS module in kernel with user-space 

helper process
– User-space servers, interface for 

kernel bypass
With redundant links and storage, PVFS 
can be configured to be fault tolerant
– Or can be used as a scratch file 

system (cheap!)

C C C C C

IOS IOS

Comm. Network

IOS IOS

RAID RAIDRAID RAID

PVFS PVFS PVFS PVFS PVFS

C C C C C

Comm. Network

IOS

PVFS PVFS PVFS PVFS PVFS

IOSIOS IOS

PVFS configured as scratch file system

PVFS configured with redundancy
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PVFS Storage Organization

PVFS servers each have their own distinct storage
– Shared storage is too expensive to be a requirement
– Shared storage is only required for server failure tolerance 

Storage holds entities called dataspaces
– Handle unique to file system for reference
– Stream of bytes accessible at byte granularity

• Read and write, including lists of regions
– Separate, keyword/value pair space

• Create and remove pairs
• Iterate through stored pairs

API hides details of this storage (Trove)
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PVFS Files and Directories

PVFS files are made up of a number of dataspaces and a distribution function
– Directory dataspace holds handles of metafiles
– Metafile dataspace holds

• Permissions, owner, extended attributes
• References to dataspaces holding data
• Parameters for distribution function

– Datafiles hold the file data itself
• Usually one datafile on each server for parallelism

– Distribution function determines how data in datafiles maps into the logical 
file

• By default file data is split into 4Kbyte blocks and distributed round-
robin into datafiles

...

Directory Metafile Datafiles
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PVFS Consistency

Servers provide simple, building-block operations
Clients combine these operations together to perform more complex 
operations
Provide a coherent view of file data
– Processes immediately see changes from others

Do not provide atomic writes or reads
– Other software responsible for this coordination

Do provide atomic metadata operations
– Creating, removing files and directories atomically change the name 

space
– No locks necessary!
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...

Directory Metafile Datafiles

PVFS File Creation

Create metafile
(obtaining handle)
Create datafiles
Update metafile to
refer to datafiles
Create directory entry
(with metafile handle)

Because we create the directory entry last, namespace is kept consistent
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...

Directory Metafile Datafiles

PVFS File Write Example

Obtain file metadata if not
already cached
Send data to all servers
simultaneously
A. Send requests
B. Send data as servers become

ready
C. Receive acknowledgements as

transfers complete

No synchronization in the file system to coordinate multiple processes accessing 
the same file

- Leave that to other software layers
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PVFS Client Caching

Clients cache metadata on files
– Distribution information is immutable
– Timeouts limit caching of permissions, owners

• Timeout set to zero (no caching) by default
– Server-imposed limits on handle reuse rate eliminate possibility of 

incorrect references
Very limited data caching
– Currently restricted to executables and mmapped files (read-only)

None of this is coherent
– We don’t need coherent caches
– Keeps design simple

Coherent caching could be built on top of this infrastructure
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GPFS
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IBM’s General Parallel File System (GPFS)

Grew out of Tiger Shark multimedia file system (1995)
Versions of GPFS available for both AIX and Linux
– Implemented entirely within the kernel

Adopts a shared block device model
– I/O is performed in terms of blocks
– For performance

• Blocks move through multiple paths (usually servers)
• Blocks striped across multiple devices (disks)

GPFS offers asymmetric configuration for improved metadata scalability
– Symmetric - nodes perform identical tasks (metadata mgt., storage 

recovery, e.g.)
– Asymmetric – nodes have distinct roles for these tasks

Optimized MPI-IO on AIX platform (but not Linux)
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GPFS Architecture

Large configurations tend to use dedicated 
servers
– Software layer allows remote access to 

server disks
• Virtual Shared Disk (VSD) on AIX
• Network Shared Disk (NSD) on Linux

– Alternatively, clients can directly attach to 
storage

Disk failures hidden with hardware RAID
Redundant links used to hide server/link 
failures

Token 
Mgmt. 
Server

IOS1 IOS2

Federation Switch

IOS0

RAID RAID RAID

VSDVSDVSD

C1
GPFS
VSD

C3
GPFS
VSD

C0
GPFS
VSD

C4
GPFS
VSD

C2
GPFS
VSD

GPFS on AIX system using
dedicated I/O servers
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GPFS Storage Organization

Data Striped across RAIDs
– For example, using a 4MB block size

Workload balanced by striping across all RAIDs, alleviates hotspots 
Allows large files to be written quickly in large blocks
Not optimized for small files
Each RAID loop accessible by two I/O servers
– Guards against failed server, but requires redundant hardware
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GPFS Consistency

Provides POSIX interface to file system
– Some parallel I/O extensions in the AIX implementation

Distributed, byte-range locks provide data consistency
– Managed by Token Server Manager
– Algorithm is tuned for serial access

• First task to request a lock gets lock on bytes 0..EOF 
• If second task needs access from 1024..2047

– First task lock is revised to cover 0..1023
– Second task gets 1024..EOF 

Metadata locking is performed at directory level for consistency
– Multiple clients accessing single directory must pass lock
– Single client may cache metadata updates
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GPFS Client Caching

The page pool is the GPFS cache of dedicated and pinned memory
The page pool allows for client-side caching, which offers a performance 
gain by not having to transfer data to/from disk or across the switch
The size of the page pool is an upper limit of the actual size of the page 
pool on each node.  GPFS dynamically adjusts the amount necessary for 
the page pool up to the maximum setting
Metadata updates may be cached on I/O servers
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Lustre
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Lustre Overview

Collaboration of 3 DOE Labs, HP, Intel, and Cluster File Systems, Inc.
– Active development started in 2002

Available for Linux clusters
– Implemented entirely within kernel

Object-based parallel file system
– Data storage is organized into “objects”, data containers referenced 

by a handle and accessible as a stream of bytes
• Similar to file-based model seen in other systems

– Specifications are emerging for OST (object storage target) hardware 
implementing this model

No special MPI-IO implementation at this time
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Lustre Architecture

Dedicated servers are common for large 
installations
OSDs are attached to shared storage to 
allow OSDs to failover
– Can use private storage for less 

expensive solution (no redundancy)
Single MDS with second passive MDS for 
failover
Existing communication network is used
– Myrinet, IB, Quadrics, and TCP are all 

supported

C C C C C

OSD OSD

Comm. Network

OSD MDS MDS

RAID RAIDRAID RAID

Lustre Lustre Lustre Lustre Lustre

C C C C C

Comm. Network

MDS

Lustre Lustre Lustre Lustre Lustre

OSDOSD OSD

Lustre configured as scratch file system

Lustre configured with redundancy
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Lustre as Object Based Parallel File System

Separates I/O and metadata functions 
Puts I/O functions in (OSD’s) on a network
– Low-level allocation and synchronization for a given segment of data

is handled by the device on which it is stored
– Allows for massively parallel data transfers

Reduces the size and complexity of the O/S dependent file system client
Increases parallel file system independence from platform operating 
system
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Lustre Metadata

Single Metadata Server (MDS) handles metadata for Lustre
MDS handles namespace operations
– name, owner, permission, locks, location on OSDs

File metadata (attributes, status) and data (contents) stored/handled 
separately
Once metadata provided to clients, all interactions are direct to OSDs, 
reducing MDS bottleneck
Future plans include multiple MDSs for improved metadata scalability
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Lustre Data Storage Organization

Metadata Server provides information for file location
– Which OSDs have what parts of files

Data Striped across OSDs
– Default setting (e.g. 4-way)
– Manually set

• Worth some testing to determine optimal for your case
– Can get unbalanced with smaller stripings

• Can use cron job to maintain balance
OSD fails, data on RAID available by shared OSD
– Assuming redundant hardware
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Lustre Consistency and Locking

Lustre uses locks to allow clients to cache both data and metadata
– OSDs handle locks for objects that they own, allowing greater parallel 

access to file
– MDS manages locks on metadata

Lustre uses intent-based locks
– Essentially the locking protocol is augmented to allow multiple 

operations to occur instead
– Reduces number of messages necessary for common operations

• This sort of optimization not possible in shared storage 
implementations

Lustre provides byte-range locking
– Optimistic – first task gets 0…EOF, subsequent tasks partition this
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Benchmarking Parallel I/O Systems
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Benchmarking I/O Systems

The LINPACK effect
– No single benchmark tells us everything we’d like to know
– Different metrics are important for different workloads

We will cover a number of aspects
– Interactive access (what users see)
– Parallel I/O (what developers care about)
– Metadata operations (often surprisingly slow)

For parallel I/O, look at a variety of patterns
– Easy, block I/O
– Noncontiguous I/O
– I/O through high-level I/O interfaces

Benchmarks are spread throughout the discussion, where appropriate
We will provide links to all benchmarks at the end of the talk
Unless otherwise specified, tests were with one process per node
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PVFS Test Platform: ANL Chiba City

209 nodes, each with
– 2 P3 CPUs at 500 MHz, 512 MB memory

Ethernet network
– Fast Ethernet to nodes
– Gigabit Ethernet (Netgear GA620)

to storage servers
– Apparent 1GBit/sec bisection bandwidth

7 I/O servers (also serving metadata)
– 1 P3 CPU at 500 MHz, 512 MB memory

85 GB parallel file system
– 1 - 46 GB SCSI 10K drive per server
– ext3 local file system with data=ordered mode enabled
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GPFS Test Platform: ASC Purple

1536 nodes, each with
– 8 64-bit Power5 CPUs at 1.9 GHz
– 32 GB memory

Federation high-speed interconnect
– 4Gbyte/sec theoretical bisection

bandwidth per adapter
– ~5.5 Gbyte/sec measured per I/O server w/dual adapters

125 I/O servers, 3 metadata servers
– 8 64-bit Power5 CPUs at 1.9 GHz
– 32 GB memory

300 TB parallel file system
– HW RAID5 (4+P, 250 GB SATA Drives)
– 24 RAIDs per I/O server
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Lustre Test Platform: LLNL Thunder

1024 nodes each with
– 4 64-bit Itanium2 CPUs at 1.4 GHz
– 8 GB memory

Quadrics high-speed interconnect
– ~900 MB/s of bidirectional bandwidth
– 16 Gateway nodes with 4 GigE connections to the Lustre network

64 object storage servers, 1 metadata server
– I/O server - dual 2.4 Ghz Xeons, 2GBs ram
– Metadata Server - dual 3.2 Ghz Xeons, 4 GBs ram

170 TB parallel file system
– HW RAID5 (8+P, 250 GB SATA Drives)
– 108 RAIDs per rack
– 8 racks of data disk
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A Note on Benchmarking File Systems

It’s hard to get on big machines, especially for I/O testing
– We didn’t always have exclusive access
– Took best of 3 runs

Obviously these three test systems are very different
– This is not an apples-to-apples comparison
– We’ll be observing trends and relative strengths and weaknesses
– Occasionally we’ll show results off other systems as well

Caching effects are particularly noticeable in single-process tests (we’ll 
point them out)
What we can learn from these tests
– Things that these file systems are and aren’t good at (for now)
– Knowledge of some better benchmarks for parallel I/O than bonnie

and iozone, and what these benchmarks measure

…but first, let’s talk about POSIX I/O.
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POSIX I/O Interface
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POSIX I/O Introduction

POSIX is the IEEE Portable Operating System Interface for Computing 
Environments
“POSIX defines a standard way for an application program to obtain basic 
services from the operating system”
– Mechanism almost all serial applications use to perform I/O

POSIX was created when a single computer owned its own file system
– No ability to describe collective I/O accesses
– It can be very expensive for a file system to guarantee POSIX semantics for 

heavily shared files (e.g., from clusters)
– Network file systems like NFS chose not to implement strict POSIX 

semantics in all cases (e.g., lazy access time propagation)
Presenting this interface primarily so that we can compare and contrast with 
other interfaces
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Simple POSIX Examples

POSIX I/O version of “Hello World”
First program writes a file with text in it
Second program reads back the file and prints the contents
Show basic API use and error checking
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Simple POSIX I/O: Writing

#include <fcntl.h>

#include <unistd.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int fd, ret;

char buf[13] = "Hello World\n"; /* includes NULL */

fd = open("myfile", O_WRONLY | O_CREAT, 0755);

if (fd < 0) return 1;

ret = write(fd, buf, 13);

if (ret < 13) return 1;

close(fd);

return 0;

}

Location of data 
in memory

Number of 
bytes to write

Integer “file 
descriptors” used to 
refer to open files
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Simple POSIX I/O: Reading

#include <fcntl.h>

#include <unistd.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int fd, ret;  char buf[13];

fd = open("myfile", O_RDONLY);

if (fd < 0) return 1;

ret = read(fd, buf, 13)

if (ret < 13) return 1;

printf("%s", buf);

close(fd);

return 0;

}
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Compiling and Running

;gcc -Wall posix-hello-write.c -o posix-hello-write

;gcc -Wall posix-hello-read.c -o posix-hello-read

;./posix-hello-write

;./posix-hello-read

Hello World

;ls myfile

-rwxr-xr-x 1 rross rross 13 Mar 28 20:18 
myfile

;cat myfile

Hello World

File size is exactly 13 bytes;
no extra data.
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Example: cp

Copy data from one file to another
Easy to code, very little setup
Easy to detect exit condition
– read returns negative value
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cp Code (1)

#include <fcntl.h>

#include <unistd.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int infd, outfd, readsz, writesz;

char buf[65536];

if (argc < 3) return 1;

infd = open(argv[1], O_RDONLY);

if (infd < 0) return 1;

outfd = open(argv[2], O_WRONLY | O_CREAT | O_TRUNC, 
0777);

if (outfd < 0) return 1;

/* continues on next slide */
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cp Code (2)

while ((readsz = read(infd, buf, 65536)) > 0)

{

writesz = write(outfd, buf, readsz);

if (writesz != readsz) return 1;

}

close(infd);

close(outfd);

return 0;

}
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Under the Covers of POSIX

POSIX API is a bridge between many tools and the file systems below
Operating system maps these calls directly into file system operations
File system performs I/O, using block- or region-oriented accesses 
depending on implementation
“Compliant” file systems will likely perform locking to guarantee atomicity
of operations
– Can incur substantial overhead
– “Two Process Performance Tank” effect
– Seen in this Lustre H5perf graph,

optimizations to speed serial
I/O performance can result in
substantial overhead when 
more than one process wants
to access the same file

– We’ll see this effect off and on
throughout graphs
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IOR: File System Bandwidth

Written at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Named for the acronym ‘interleaved or random’
POSIX, MPI-IO, HDF5, and Parallel-NetCDF APIs

– Shared or independent file access
– Collective or independent I/O (when available)

Employs MPI for process synchronization
Used here to obtain peak POSIX I/O rates for shared and separate files
– Running in segmented (contiguous) I/O mode
– We ran two variations:

• ./IOR -a POSIX -C -i 3 -t 4M -b 4G -e -v -v -o $FILE
– Single, shared file

• ./IOR -a POSIX -C -i 3 -t 4M -b 4G -e -v -v -F -o $FILE
– One file per process

On Chiba City ran with 128 MB size (1/2 core memory as in others)
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IOR Access Patterns for Shared Files

Primary distinction between the two major shared-file patterns is whether 
each task’s data is contiguous or noncontiguous
For the segmented pattern, each task stores its blocks of data in a 
contiguous region in the file
With the strided access pattern, each task’s data blocks are spread out 
through a file and are noncontiguous
We only show segmented access pattern results

A B C
memory buffer

b b b b b b b

memory buffermemory buffer

a a a a a a a c c c c c c c

ba c ba c ba c ba cba c ba c ba c

- or -

Segmented File

Strided File
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IOR POSIX Segmented Results

Aggregate performance increases to a 
point as more clients are added
– Striping and multiple network links

Expect to see a peak and flatten out 
after that peak
Sometimes early spikes appear due to 
cache effects (not seen here)
(PVFS numbers from 2005)
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POSIX Wrap-Up

POSIX interface is a useful, ubiquitous interface for basic I/O
Lacks any constructs useful for parallel I/O
Should not be used in parallel applications if performance is desired
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MPI-IO Interface
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MPI-IO

I/O interface specification for use in MPI apps
Data Model:
– Stream of bytes in a file
– Portable data format (external32)

• Not self-describing - just a well-defined encoding of types
Features:
– Collective I/O
– Noncontiguous I/O with MPI datatypes and file views
– Nonblocking I/O
– Fortran bindings (and additional languages)

Implementations available on most platforms (more later)
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Independent and Collective I/O

Independent I/O operations specify only what a single process will do
– Independent I/O calls do not pass on relationships between I/O on other processes 

Many applications have phases of computation and I/O
– During I/O phases, all processes read/write data
– We can say they are collectively accessing storage

Collective I/O is coordinated access to storage by a group of processes
– Collective I/O functions are called by all processes participating in I/O
– Allows I/O layers to know more about access as a whole, more opportunities for 

optimization in lower software layers, better performance

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Independent I/O Collective I/O
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Process 0 Process 0 Process 0Process 0

Contiguous and Noncontiguous I/O

Contiguous I/O moves data from a single memory block into a single file region
Noncontiguous I/O has three forms:

– Noncontiguous in memory, noncontiguous in file, or noncontiguous in both
Structured data leads naturally to noncontiguous I/O (e.g. block decomposition)
Describing noncontiguous accesses with a single operation passes more knowledge 
to I/O system

Contiguous Noncontiguous
in File

Noncontiguous
in Memory

Noncontiguous
in Both
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Nonblocking and Asynchronous I/O

Blocking, or Synchronous, I/O operations return when buffer may be 
reused
– Data in system buffers or on disk

Some applications like to overlap I/O and computation
– Hiding writes, prefetching, pipelining

A nonblocking interface allows for submitting I/O operations and testing 
for completion later
If the system also supports asynchronous I/O, progress on operations 
can occur in the background
– Depends on implementation

Otherwise progress is made at start, test, wait calls
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Simple MPI-IO Examples

MPI-IO version of “Hello World”
First program writes a file with text in it
– Should be run with only one process!

Second program reads back the file and prints the contents
Show basic API use and error checking
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Simple MPI-IO: Writing (1)

#include <mpi.h>

#include <mpio.h> /* may be necessary on some systems */

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int ret, count;

char buf[13] = "Hello World\n";

MPI_File fh;

MPI_Status status; /* size of data written */

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

ret = MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, "myfile", 

MPI_MODE_WRONLY | MPI_MODE_CREATE, MPI_INFO_NULL, 

&fh);

if (ret != MPI_SUCCESS) return 1;

/* continues on next slide */

All processes 
open file
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Simple MPI-IO: Writing (2)

ret = MPI_File_write(fh, buf, 13, MPI_CHAR, 
&status);

if (ret != MPI_SUCCESS) return 1;

MPI_File_close(&fh);

MPI_Finalize();

return 0;

}
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Simple MPI-IO: Reading (1)

#include <mpi.h>

#include <mpio.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int ret, count;  char buf[13];

MPI_File fh;

MPI_Status status;

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

ret = MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, "myfile", 

MPI_MODE_RDONLY, MPI_INFO_NULL, &fh);

if (ret != MPI_SUCCESS) return 1;

/* continues on next slide */
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Simple MPI-IO: Reading (2)

ret = MPI_File_read_all(fh, buf, 13, 
MPI_CHAR, &status);

if (ret != MPI_SUCCESS) return 1;

MPI_Get_count(&status, MPI_CHAR, &count);

if (count != 13) return 1;

printf("%s", buf);

MPI_File_close(&fh);

MPI_Finalize();

return 0;

}

Collective read; 
everyone reads 
the same bytes 

in this case.
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Compiling and Running

;mpicc mpiio-hello-write.c -o mpiio-hello-write

;mpicc mpiio-hello-read.c -o mpiio-hello-read

;mpiexec -n 1 mpiio-hello-write

;mpiexec -n 3 mpiio-hello-read

Hello World

Hello World

Hello World

;ls myfile

-rwxr-xr-x 1 rross rross 13 Mar 28 19:18 
myfile

;cat myfile

Hello World

File size is exactly 13 bytes;
no extra data.
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Example: Visualization Staging

Often large frames must be preprocessed before display on a tiled display
First step in process is extracting “tiles” that will go to each projector
– Perform scaling, etc.

Parallel I/O can be used to speed up reading of tiles
– One process reads each tile

We’re assuming a raw RGB format with a fixed-length header

Tile 0

Tile 3

Tile 1

Tile 4 Tile 5

Tile 2
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MPI Subarray Datatype

MPI_Type_create_subarray can describe any N-dimensional subarray of 
an N-dimensional array
In this case we use it to pull out a 2-D tile
Tiles can overlap if we need them to
Separate MPI_File_set_view call uses this type to select the file region

frame_size[1]

fra
m

e_
si

ze
[0

]

Tile 4

tile_start[1] tile_size[1]

tile_start[0]
tile_size[0]
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Opening the File, Defining RGB Type

MPI_Datatype rgb, filetype;

MPI_File filehandle;  

ret = MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myrank);

/* collectively open frame file */

ret = MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, filename, 
MPI_MODE_RDONLY, MPI_INFO_NULL, &filehandle);

/* first define a simple, three-byte RGB type */

ret = MPI_Type_contiguous(3, MPI_BYTE, &rgb);

ret = MPI_Type_commit(&rgb);

/* continued on next slide */
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Defining Tile Type Using Subarray

/* in C order, last array

* value (X) changes most

* quickly

*/

frame_size[1] = 3*1024;

frame_size[0] = 2*768;

tile_size[1] = 1024;

tile_size[0] = 768;

tile_start[1] = 1024 * (myrank % 3);

tile_start[0] = (myrank < 3) ? 0 : 768;

ret = MPI_Type_create_subarray(2, frame_size, 
tile_size, tile_start, MPI_ORDER_C, rgb, &filetype);

ret = MPI_Type_commit(&filetype);

frame_size[1]

fra
m

e_
si

ze
[0

]

Tile 4

tile_start[1] tile_size[1]

tile_start[0]
tile_size[0]
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Reading Noncontiguous Data

/* set file view, skipping header */

ret = MPI_File_set_view(filehandle, file_header_size, 
rgb, filetype, "native", MPI_INFO_NULL);

/* collectively read data */

ret = MPI_File_read_all(filehandle, buffer, 
tile_size[0] * tile_size[1], rgb, &status);

ret = MPI_File_close(&filehandle);

MPI_File_set_view is the MPI-IO mechanism for describing 
noncontiguous regions in a file

In this case we use it to skip a header and read a subarray
Using file views, rather than reading each individual piece, gives the 
implementation more information to work with (more later)
Likewise, using a collective I/O call (MPI_File_read_all) provides 
additional information for optimization purposes (more later)
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Under the Covers of MPI-IO

MPI-IO implementation given a lot of information in this example:
– Collection of processes reading data
– Structured description of the regions

Implementation has some options for how to perform the data reads
– Noncontiguous data access optimizations
– Collective I/O optimizations
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Noncontiguous I/O: Data Sieving

Buffer

Memory

File

Data Sieving Read Sequence

Data sieving is used to combine lots 
of small accesses into a single larger 
one
– Remote file systems (parallel or 

not) tend to have high latencies
– Reducing # of operations 

important
Similar to how a block-based file 
system interacts with storage
Generally very effective, but not as 
good as having a PFS that supports 
noncontiguous access
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Data Sieving Write Operations

Buffer

Memory

File

Data Sieving Write Sequence

Data sieving for writes is more 
complicated
– Must read the entire region first
– Then make changes in buffer
– Then write the block back

Requires locking in the file system
– Can result in false sharing 

(interleaved access)
PFS supporting noncontiguous writes 
is preferred
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Collective I/O and the Two-Phase I/O Optimization

Problems with independent, noncontiguous access
– Lots of small accesses
– Independent data sieving reads lots of extra data, can exhibit false sharing

Idea: Reorganize access to match layout on disks
– Single processes use data sieving to get data for many
– Often reduces total I/O through sharing of common blocks

Second “phase” redistributes data to final destinations
Two-phase writes operate in reverse (redistribute then I/O)

– Typically read/modify/write (like data sieving)
– Overhead is lower than independent access because there is little or no false sharing

Note that two-phase is usually applied to file regions, not to actual blocks

Two-Phase Read Algorithm

p0 p1 p2 p0 p1 p2 p0 p1 p2

Phase 1: I/OInitial State Phase 2: Redistribution
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noncontig Benchmark

Contributed by Joachim Worringen (formerly of NEC)
Constructs a datatype and performs noncontiguous I/O in file
– Struct of a vector of contigs
– Option for both independent and collective access
– Option to vary amount of data, how many pieces

Far from ideal access pattern for many file systems and MPI-IO 
implementations
– Naïve approach: lots and lots of tiny file accesses
– But lots of room for optimization, esp. in collective case

Lets us explore how well the file system handles increasingly poor access 
patterns
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noncontig I/O Results

This is one area where PVFS shines
– High fraction of block BW for 

independent, noncontiguous I/O
All file systems benefit from collective 
I/O optimizations for all but the most 
contiguous patterns

– Collective I/O optimizations can be 
absolutely critical to performance
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Common Functionality
ADIO Interface

UFS

MPI-IO Interface

NFS XFSPVFS

MPI-IO Implementations

Different MPI-IO implementations exist
Three better-known ones are:

– ROMIO from Argonne National Laboratory
• Leverages MPI-1 communication
• Supports local file systems, network file systems, parallel file systems

– UFS module works GPFS, Lustre, and others
• Includes data sieving and two-phase optimizations

– MPI-IO/GPFS from IBM (for AIX only)
• Includes two special optimizations

– Data shipping -- mechanism for coordinating access to a file to alleviate lock 
contention (type of aggregation)

– Controlled prefetching -- using MPI file views and access patterns to predict 
regions to be accessed in future

– MPI from NEC
• For NEC SX platform and PC clusters with Myrinet, Quadrics, IB, or TCP/IP
• Includes listless I/O optimization -- fast handling of noncontiguous I/O accesses in MPI 

layer

ROMIO’s layered architecture.
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MPI-IO Wrap-Up

MPI-IO provides a rich interface allowing us to describe
– Noncontiguous accesses in memory, file, or both
– Collective I/O

This allows implementations to perform many transformations that result 
in better I/O performance
Also forms solid basis for high-level I/O libraries
– But they must take advantage of these features!
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Higher Level I/O Interfaces

Provide structure to files
– Well-defined, portable formats
– Self-describing
– Organization of data in file
– Interfaces for discovering contents

Present APIs more appropriate for computational science
– Typed data
– Noncontiguous regions in memory and file
– Multidimensional arrays and I/O on subsets of these arrays

Both of our example interfaces are implemented on top of MPI-IO
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PnetCDF Interface and File Format
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Parallel netCDF (PnetCDF)

Based on original “Network Common Data Format” (netCDF) work from 
Unidata
– Derived from their source code

Data Model:
– Collection of variables in single file
– Typed, multidimensional array variables
– Attributes on file and variables

Features:
– C and Fortran interfaces
– Portable data format (identical to netCDF)
– Noncontiguous I/O in memory using MPI datatypes
– Noncontiguous I/O in file using sub-arrays
– Collective I/O

Unrelated to netCDF-4 work
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netCDF/PnetCDF Files

PnetCDF files consist of three regions
– Header
– Non-record variables (all dimensions specified)
– Record variables (ones with an unlimited 

dimension)
Record variables are interleaved, so using more 
than one in a file is likely to result in poor 
performance due to noncontiguous accesses
Data is always written in a big-endian format
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Storing Data in PnetCDF

Create a dataset (file)
– Puts dataset in define mode
– Allows us to describe the contents

• Define dimensions for variables
• Define variables using dimensions
• Store attributes if desired (for variable or dataset)

Switch from define mode to data mode to write variables
Store variable data
Close the dataset
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Simple PnetCDF Examples

Simplest possible PnetCDF version of “Hello World”
First program creates a dataset with a single attribute
Second program reads the attribute and prints it
Shows very basic API use and error checking
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Simple PnetCDF: Writing (1)

#include <mpi.h>

#include <pnetcdf.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int ncfile, ret, count;

char buf[13] = "Hello World\n";

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

ret = ncmpi_create(MPI_COMM_WORLD, "myfile.nc",
NC_CLOBBER, MPI_INFO_NULL, &ncfile);

if (ret != NC_NOERR) return 1;

/* continues on next slide */

Integers used for references
to datasets, variables, etc.
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Simple PnetCDF: Writing (2)

ret = ncmpi_put_att_text(ncfile, NC_GLOBAL,
"string", 13, buf);

if (ret != NC_NOERR) return 1;

ncmpi_enddef(ncfile);

/* entered data mode – but nothing to do */

ncmpi_close(ncfile);

MPI_Finalize();

return 0;

}

Storing value while
in define mode
as an attribute
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Retrieving Data in PnetCDF

Open a dataset in read-only mode (NC_NOWRITE) 
Obtain identifiers for dimensions
Obtain identifiers for variables
Read variable data
Close the dataset
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Simple PnetCDF: Reading (1)

#include <mpi.h>

#include <pnetcdf.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

int ncfile, ret, count;

char buf[13];

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

ret = ncmpi_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, "myfile.nc",
NC_NOWRITE, MPI_INFO_NULL, &ncfile);

if (ret != NC_NOERR) return 1;

/* continues on next slide */
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Simple PnetCDF: Reading (2)

/* verify attribute exists and is expected size */

ret = ncmpi_inq_attlen(ncfile, NC_GLOBAL, "string", 
&count);

if (ret != NC_NOERR || count != 13) return 1;

/* retrieve stored attribute */

ret = ncmpi_get_att_text(ncfile, NC_GLOBAL, 
"string", buf);

if (ret != NC_NOERR) return 1;

printf("%s", buf);

ncmpi_close(ncfile);

MPI_Finalize();

return 0;

}
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Compiling and Running

;mpicc pnetcdf-hello-write.c -I /usr/local/pnetcdf/include/ -L 
/usr/local/pnetcdf/lib
-lpnetcdf -o pnetcdf-hello-write

;mpicc pnetcdf-hello-read.c -I /usr/local/pnetcdf/include/ -L 
/usr/local/pnetcdf/lib
-lpnetcdf -o pnetcdf-hello-read

;mpiexec -n 1 pnetcdf-hello-write

;mpiexec -n 1 pnetcdf-hello-read

Hello World

;ls -l myfile.nc

-rw-r--r-- 1 rross rross 68 Mar 26 10:00 myfile.nc

;strings myfile.nc

string

Hello World

File size is 68 bytes; extra
data (the header) in file.
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Example: FLASH Astrophysics

FLASH is an astrophysics code for
studying events such as supernovae
– Adaptive-mesh hydrodynamics
– Scales to 1000s of processors
– MPI for communication

Frequently checkpoints:
– Large blocks of typed variables

from all processes
– Portable format
– Canonical ordering (different than

in memory)
– Skipping ghost cells

Ghost cell
Stored element

…
Vars 0, 1, 2, 3, … 23
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Example: FLASH with PnetCDF

FLASH AMR structures do not map directly to netCDF multidimensional 
arrays
Must create mapping of the in-memory FLASH data structures into a 
representation in netCDF multidimensional arrays
Chose to
– Place all checkpoint data in a single file
– Impose a linear ordering on the AMR blocks

• Use 1D variables
– Store each FLASH variable in its own netCDF variable

• Skip ghost cells
– Record attributes describing run time, total blocks, etc.
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Defining Dimensions

int status, ncid, dim_tot_blks, dim_nxb,
dim_nyb, dim_nzb;

MPI_Info hints;

/* create dataset (file) */

status = ncmpi_create(MPI_COMM_WORLD, filename,
NC_CLOBBER, hints, &file_id);

/* define dimensions */

status = ncmpi_def_dim(ncid, "dim_tot_blks",
tot_blks, &dim_tot_blks);

status = ncmpi_def_dim(ncid, "dim_nxb",
nzones_block[0], &dim_nxb);

status = ncmpi_def_dim(ncid, "dim_nyb",
nzones_block[1], &dim_nyb);

status = ncmpi_def_dim(ncid, "dim_nzb",
nzones_block[2], &dim_nzb);

Each dimension gets
a unique reference
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Creating Variables

int dims = 4, dimids[4];

int varids[NVARS];

/* define variables (X changes most quickly) */

dimids[0] = dim_tot_blks;

dimids[1] = dim_nzb;

dimids[2] = dim_nyb;

dimids[3] = dim_nxb;

for (i=0; i < NVARS; i++) {

status = ncmpi_def_var(ncid, unk_label[i],
NC_DOUBLE, dims, dimids, &varids[i]);

}

Same dimensions used
for all variables
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Storing Attributes

/* store attributes of checkpoint */

status = ncmpi_put_att_text(ncid, NC_GLOBAL, 
"file_creation_time", string_size, 
file_creation_time);

status = ncmpi_put_att_int(ncid, NC_GLOBAL, 
"total_blocks", NC_INT, 1, tot_blks);

status = ncmpi_enddef(file_id);

/* now in data mode … */
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Writing Variables

double *unknowns; /* unknowns[blk][nzb][nyb][nxb] */

size_t start_4d[4], count_4d[4];

start_4d[0] = global_offset; /* different for each process */

start_4d[1] = start_4d[2] = start_4d[3] = 0;

count_4d[0] = local_blocks;

count_4d[1] = nzb;  count_4d[2] = nyb;  count_4d[3] = nxb;

for (i=0; i < NVARS; i++) {

/* ... build datatype “mpi_type” describing values of a 
single variable ... */

/* collectively write out all values of a single variable 
*/

ncmpi_put_vara_all(ncid, varids[i], start_4d, count_4d, 
unknowns, 1, mpi_type);

}

status = ncmpi_close(file_id); Typical MPI buffer-
count-type tuple
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Inside PnetCDF Define Mode

In define mode (collective)
– Use MPI_File_open to create file at create time
– Set hints as appropriate (more later)
– Locally cache header information in memory

• All changes are made to local copies at each process
At ncmpi_enddef
– Process 0 writes header with MPI_File_write_at
– MPI_Bcast result to others
– Everyone has header data in memory, understands placement of all

variables
• No need for any additional header I/O during data mode!
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Inside PnetCDF Data Mode

Inside ncmpi_put_vara_all (once per variable)
– Each process performs data conversion into internal buffer
– Uses MPI_File_set_view to define file region

• Contiguous region for each process in FLASH case
– MPI_File_write_all collectively writes data

At ncmpi_close
– MPI_File_close ensures data is written to storage

MPI-IO performs optimizations
– Two-phase possibly applied when writing variables

MPI-IO makes PFS calls
– PFS client code communicates with servers and stores data
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PnetCDF Wrap-Up

PnetCDF gives us
– Simple, portable, self-describing container for data
– Collective I/O
– Data structures closely mapping to the variables described

If PnetCDF meets application needs, it is likely to give good performance
– Type conversion to portable format does add overhead
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HDF5 Interface and File Format
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HDF5

Hierarchical Data Format, from the HDF Group (formerly of NCSA)
Data Model:
– Hierarchical data organization in single file
– Typed, multidimensional array storage
– Attributes on dataset, data

Features:
– C, C++, and Fortran interfaces
– Portable data format
– Optional compression (not in parallel I/O mode)
– Data reordering (chunking)
– Noncontiguous I/O (memory and file) with hyperslabs
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HDF5 Files

HDF5 files consist of groups,
datasets, and attributes
– Groups are like directories,

holding other groups and
datasets

– Datasets hold an array of
typed data
• A datatype describes the type (not an MPI datatype)
• A dataspace gives the dimensions of the array

– Attributes are small datasets associated with the file, a group, or another 
dataset
• Also have a datatype and dataspace
• May only be accessed as a unit

Dataset “temp”

HDF5 File “chkpt007.h5”

Group “/”

Group “viz”
datatype = H5T_NATIVE_DOUBLE
dataspace = (10, 20)

attributes = …

10 (data)

20
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HDF5 Data Chunking

Apps often read subsets of arrays (subarrays)
Performance of subarray access depends in part on how data is laid out 
in the file
– e.g. column vs. row major

Apps also sometimes store sparse data sets
Chunking describes a reordering of array data
– Subarray placement in file determined lazily
– Can reduce worst-case performance for subarray access
– Can lead to efficient storage of sparse data

Dynamic placement of chunks in file requires coordination
– Coordination imposes overhead and can impact performance
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“Simple” HDF5 Examples

HDF5 version of “Hello World”
First program creates a dataset holding a character array
– Writes text into it

Second program reads back the array and prints the contents
Shows basic API use
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“Simple” HDF5: Writing (1 of 3)

#include <mpi.h>

#include <hdf5.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

hid_t file, string_dtype,
string_dspace, string_dset;

hsize_t dim = 13;

herr_t status;

char buf[13] = "Hello World\n";

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

file = H5Fcreate("myfile.h5", H5F_ACC_TRUNC,
H5P_DEFAULT, H5P_DEFAULT);

/* continued on next slide */

hid_t type used for
references to files,

datatypes, etc.

the “F” in H5Fcreate means
that this a file operation
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“Simple” HDF5: Writing (2 of 3)

/* To create the dataset we:

* - make a simple, 1-D dataspace to describe shape of set

* - get a copy of the “native” char type that we can use

* - combine these two to create a dataset in the file

*/

string_dspace = H5Screate_simple(1, &dim, NULL);

string_dtype  = H5Tcopy(H5T_NATIVE_CHAR);

string_dset   = H5Dcreate(file, "string",
string_dtype, string_dspace, H5P_DEFAULT);

status = H5Dwrite(string_dset,
H5T_NATIVE_CHAR,
H5S_ALL,
H5S_ALL,
H5P_DEFAULT,
buf);

Remember:
“S” is for dataspace,
“T” is for datatype,
“D” is for dataset!

memory datatype and dataspace 
dataset to write into (target)

file dataspace (for subarray access)

pointer to buffer in memory
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“Simple” HDF5: Writing (3 of 3)

/* call close functions on all references */
H5Sclose(string_dataspace);
H5Tclose(string_datatype);
H5Dclose(string_dataset);
H5Fclose(file);

MPI_Finalize();
return 0;

}
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Simple HDF5: Reading

#include <hdf5.h>
#include <stdio.h>
int main(int argc, char **argv) {

hid_t file, string_dset;
char buf[13];

file = H5Fopen("myfile.h5", H5F_ACC_RDONLY, 
H5P_DEFAULT);

string_dset = H5Dopen(file, "string");
H5Dread(string_dset,

H5T_NATIVE_CHAR, H5S_ALL,
H5S_ALL,
H5P_DEFAULT,
buf);

printf("%s", buf);
H5Dclose(string_dset);
H5Fclose(file);
return 0;

}

Remember:
“S” is for dataspace,
“T” is for datatype,
“D” is for dataset!
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Compiling and Running

;mpicc hdf5-hello-write.c -I /usr/local/hdf5/include -L 
/usr/local/hdf5/lib/ -lhdf5 -o hdf5-hello-write

;mpicc hdf5-hello-read.c -I /usr/local/hdf5/include -L 
/usr/local/hdf5/lib/ -lhdf5 -o hdf5-hello-read

;mpiexec -n 1 hdf5-hello-write
;mpiexec -n 1 hdf5-hello-read
Hello World
;ls -l myfile.h5
-rw-r--r-- 1 rross rross 2061 Mar 27 23:06 

myfile.h5
;strings myfile.h5
HEAP
string
TREE
P]f@
SNOD
Hello World

File size is 2061 bytes;
bigger header.
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Simplified Hyperslab Example 

/* define dataspace of entire region */
dims[0] = 9; dims[1] = 4;
filespace = H5Screate_simple(NR_DIMS, 

dims, NULL);

/* create dataset from dspace */
fileset = H5Dcreate(file_id, “subtile”, H5T_NATIVE_INT, 

filespace, H5P_DEFAULT);

/* define region of interest */
count[0] = 2; count[1] = 3;
offset[0] = 2; offset[1] = 3;

/* define hyperslab: modified fileset passed to H5Dwrite */
H5Sselect_hyperslab(fileset, H5S_SELECT_SET, 

offset, NULL, count, NULL); logically contiguous: 
no stride
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Example: FLASH with HDF5

FLASH AMR structures do not map directly to HDF5 datasets
Must create mapping of the in-memory FLASH data structures into a 
representation in HDF5 datasets
Chose to
– Place all checkpoint data in a single file
– Impose a linear ordering on the AMR blocks

• Use 1D datasets
– Store each FLASH variable in its own HDF5 dataset

• Skip ghost cells
– Record attributes describing run time, total blocks, etc.

Note: We will just show code storing an attribute and collectively writing a 
variable.
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Storing an Attribute

int string_size = 40;

hid_t dataspace, dataset, file_id, string_type;

/* store string creation time attribute */

string_type = H5Tcopy(H5T_C_S1);

H5Tset_size(string_type, string_size);

dataspace = H5Screate_simple(1, &string_size, NULL);

dataset   = H5Dcreate(file_id, "file creation time", 
string_type, dataspace, H5P_DEFAULT);

if (myrank == 0) {

status = H5Dwrite(dataset, string_type, H5S_ALL, 
H5S_ALL, H5P_DEFAULT, create_time_string);

}

get a copy of the
string type and resize it 

(another way to deal 
with strings)
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Noncontiguous I/O with Hyperslabs (1 of 2)

hsize_t dimens_4d[4]; 

/* Step 1: set up dataspace */

dimens_4d[0] = dim_tot_blks;

dimens_4d[1] = nzb;  dimens_4d[2] = nyb;  dimens_4d[3] = 
nxb;

dspace = H5Screate_simple(4, dimens_4d, NULL);

dset = H5Dcreate(file_id, variable_name,
H5T_NATIVE_DOUBLE, dspace, H5P_DEFAULT);

Remember:
“S” is for dataspace,
“T” is for datatype,
“D” is for dataset!
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Noncontiguous I/O with Hyperslabs (2 of 2)

hsize_t count_4d[4];

hsize_t start_4d[4] = {0, 0, 0, 0},
stride_4d[4] = {1, 1, 1, 1};

/* Step 2: setup hyperslab for dataset in file */

start_4d[0]  = global_offset; /* different for each 
process */

count_4d[0]  = local_blocks;

count_4d[1]  = nzb; count_4d[2] = nyb; count_4d[3] = nxb;

status = H5Sselect_hyperslab(dspace,
H5S_SELECT_SET,
start_4d,
stride_4d,
count_4d,
NULL);

dataspace from
last slide
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Collectively Writing a Variable

/* Step 1: specify collective I/O */

dxfer_template = H5Pcreate(H5P_DATASET_XFER);

ierr = H5Pset_dxpl_mpio(dxfer_template, 
H5FD_MPIO_COLLECTIVE);

/* Step 2: perform collective write */

status = H5Dwrite(dataset,
H5T_NATIVE_DOUBLE,
memspace,
dspace,
dxfer_template,
unknowns);

“P” is for property list;
tuning parameters

dataspace 
describing memory,

could also use a 
hyperslab

dataspace 
describing region in 

file,
with hyperslab

Remember:
“S” is for dataspace,
“T” is for datatype,
“D” is for dataset!
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Inside HDF5

MPI_File_open used to open file
Because there is no “define” mode, file layout is determined at write time
In H5Dwrite: 
– Processes communicate to determine file layout

• Process 0 performs metadata updates
– Call MPI_File_set_view
– Call MPI_File_write_all to collectively write

• Only if this was turned on (more later)
Memory hyperslab could have been used to define noncontiguous region 
in memory
In FLASH application, data is kept in native format and converted at read 
time (defers overhead)
– Could store in some other format if desired

At the MPI-IO layer:
– Metadata updates at every write are a bit of a bottleneck

• MPI-IO from process 0 introduces some skew
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h5perf: HDF5 Benchmark

Written by HDF5 team
Provides a comparison of peak performance through the various 
interfaces
– A little artificial; the interfaces are really used for different purposes

Similar to IOR, in that it offers APIs for parallel HDF5, MPI-IO, and POSIX
– Can vary block size, transfer size, number of data sets per file, and 

size of each data set 
– Optional dataset chunking (not default)
– Collective and independent I/O options

Contiguous I/O
1-32 clients (open-close time included)
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H5perf Write Results

On Lustre:
– POSIX and independent MPI-IO 

have similar performance 
(expected)

– Collective MPI-IO and HDF5 lose 
significant performance
• Big, aligned blocks don’t benefit 

from collective I/O optimizations
On GPFS:
– POSIX is significant faster than 

MPI-IO (?)
– All other results are tightly 

grouped
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H5perf Read Results

Locking and HEC don’t play well
Much larger spread between 
interfaces than in write cases
Collective I/O isn’t a win when you’re 
doing big block I/O at these scales
– Might help at very large scale to 

better coordinate access
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FLASH Astrophysics I/O Kernel

Written by FLASH team
Simulation of the I/O performed by the 
FLASH application
We’ll show both “checkpoint” and “plotfile
with corners” results
– Checkpoints are full dumps necessary 

for restart
– Plotfiles are smaller files used for 

visualization
Fixed number of blocks per process
Looking at relative performance of HDF5 
and PnetCDF
– Also absolute time to perform 

operations on these systems

Graphic from A. Siegel, ANL
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FLASH I/O Benchmark Results

Your mileage my vary!
PnetCDF slower for checkpoints on 
Lustre

– PnetCDF uses collective MPI-IO calls 
by default

PnetCDF considerably faster on GPFS
– Collective I/O not penalized

HDF5 checkpoints slower on PVFS
– HDF5 defaults to not caching  

hyperslab regions
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Metadata Operations
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Metadata Operations in High-End Computing

While the focus of parallel I/O systems is often on reading and writing, 
there is another class of operation that we have largely ignored so far
Metadata operations are ones that operate on the name space or on the 
attributes of files
– Creating, opening, closing, and removing files
– Creating, traversing, and removing directories
– “Stat”ing files (obtaining the statistics of the file, such as permissions 

and file size)
There are three general ways that users exercise metadata subsystems
– Interactive use (e.g. “ls”)
– File-per-process POSIX workloads
– Collectively accessing files through MPI-IO (directly or indirectly)
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fdtree: Serial Metadata Performance

Written at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Creates directories and small files in a hierarchical directory structure and 
then removes them
– Processes operate independently

Written as a bash script
– Uses POSIX interface
– Similar to an untar operation

Provides insight into responsiveness to user interaction
We ran with “-l 3 -d 10 -f 10 -s 10 -o $DIR”
– Spawned on multiple nodes with LoadLeveler or mpiexec
– Timing is somewhat coarse grain (processes loosely sync’d)
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fdtree Results

Lack of caching on clients in PVFS 
results in slowest performance
GPFS configuration is the fastest of the 
three and shows scalability at these 
counts (although 4-proc directory remove 
case was probably just out of sync)
Question: How many ops/sec do you 
need on a parallel file system?
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mdtest: POSIX Metadata Performance

Measures performance of multiple tasks creating, stating, and deleting 
both files and directories in either a shared directory or unique (per task) 
directories
Demonstrates potential serialization of multiple, uncoordinated processes 
for directory access
Written at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
MPI code, processes synchronize for timing purposes
We ran three variations, each with 64 processes:
– mdtest -d $DIR -n 100 -i 3 -N 1 -v -u

• Each task creates 100 files in a unique subdirectory
– mdtest -d $DIR -n 100 -i 3 -N 1 -v -c

• One task creates 6400 files in one directory
• Each task opens, removes its own

– mdtest -d $DIR -n 100 -i 3 -N 1 -v
• Each task creates 100 files in a single shared directory

GPFS tests use 16 tasks with 4 tasks on each node
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mdtest Variations

root dir

Shared Directory

A B C

a0
a99

a1 b0
b99

b1 c0
c99

c1

1) Each process (A, B, 
C) creates, stats, and 
removes its own files 
in the root directory.

A B C

root dir
subdir0
a0

a99
a1 b0

b99
b1 c0

c99
c1

subdir0 subdir0

Unique Directory

1) Each process (A, B, 
C) creates own subdir 
in root directory, then 
chdirs into it.

2) A, B, and C create, 
stat, and remove their 
own files in the unique 
subdirectories.

A B C

root dir

a0
a99

a1 b0
b99

b1 c0
c99

c1

Single Process

1) Process A creates 
files for all processes 
in root directory.

2) Processes A, B, and 
C open, stat, and 
close their own files.

3) Process A removes 
files for all processes.
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Mdtest Results

On PVFS, no penalty if all processes  
operate on own files
On GPFS, very high cost to 
operating in the same directory
Lustre has distributed directories, 
and as a result has a lower penalty 
for using shared directory
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mpi-md-test: MPI-IO Metadata Operations

Written at Argonne National Laboratory
MPI code that measures performance of several collective MPI-IO 
metadata routines
– Create: each process collectively calls MPI_File_open to create N 

files
• mpi-md-test -O -d ./x -n 1000

– Open: each process collectively calls MPI_File_open on N pre-
existing files
• mpi-md-test -O -d ./x -n 1000 (after prior create run)

– Resize: each process collectively calls MPI_File_set_size on one 
file 
• mpi-md-test -R -d ./x -n 100 

Collective routines: potential for optimization
– Perform on one process, broadcast result to others

Allows us to see performance for coordinated metadata operations
– How performance scales with number processes

64x2, 64x4 for large runs with Lustre, 16x4, 32x4, 32x8 for large GPFS 
runs 
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mpi-md-test Results

Scalable algorithms in PVFS result in 
performance as good as MPI 
collectives

– Resize rate converging with rate of 
MPI_Bcast

– Chiba City: slow (FastE) interconnect 
Lustre numbers hampered by MPI 
resize impl. (resize on all nodes)
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I/O Best Practices
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How do I choose an API?

Your programming model will limit choices
– Domain might too 
– e.g. Climate community has substantial existing netCDF data and 

tools to manipulate that data
Find something that matches your data model
Avoid APIs with lots of features you won't use
– Potential for overhead costing performance is high

Maybe the right API isn't available?
– Get I/O people interested, consider designing a new library
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Summary of API Capabilities

YesHierarchical File

YesYesSelf-Describing

YesChunking

YesYesAttributes

YesYesYesColl. I/O

Yes

Yes

Yes

HDF5

Yes

Yes

Yes

PnetCDF

Yes

Yes

Yes

MPI-IO

YesNoncontig. Memory

Sort-ofNoncontig. File

Portable Format

POSIX
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Tuning Application I/O (1 of 2)

Have realistic goals:
– What is peak I/O rate?
– What other testing has been done?

Describe as much as possible to the I/O system:
– Open with appropriate mode
– Use collective calls when available
– Describe data movement with fewest possible operations

Match file organization to process partitioning if possible
– Order dimensions so relatively large blocks are contiguous with 

respect to data decomposition
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Tuning Application I/O (2 of 2)

Know what you can control:
– What I/O components are in use?
– What hints are accepted?

Consider system architecture as a whole:
– Is storage network faster than communication network?
– Do some nodes have better storage access than others?
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Do’s and Don’ts

PFSs are not optimized for metadata, instead for moving data  
– Don’t use ‘ls –l’ or ‘du’ on millions of files

• Certainly not to check application progress!
– Use your own subdirectory to avoid contention with others

Keep file creates, opens, and closes to a minimum
– Open once, close once
– Use shared files or at least a subset of tasks

Aggregate writes – PFSs are not databases, they need large transfers (at 
least 64K)
– Contiguous data patterns utilize prefetching and write-behind far better 

than noncontiguous patterns
– Collective I/O can aggregate for you, transform accesses into contiguous 

ones
Avoid overlapped write regions if file systems rely on locks
– Attempt to use block-aligned data

Check error codes!
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Gross Generalizations on Parallel File Systems

• No optimization of MPI-IO
• Noncontiguous I/O performance

• Concurrent operations in 
shared directory

• Serial I/O performance

Lustre

• Concurrent operations in
shared directory

• Relative performance for
noncontiguous accesses, 
especially noncontiguous writes

• Serial I/O performance 
• Most consistent performance

overall
• Optimized MPI-IO

AIX GPFS
(Linux GPFS mileage may 

vary!)

• Serial I/O performance
• Uncoordinated metadata  

operations

• Noncontiguous performance
relative to peak

• Tightly-coupled MPI-IO
• Scalable collective metadata

operations

PVFS2
WeaknessesStrengthsFile System
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Controlling I/O Stack Behavior: Hints

Most systems accept hints through one mechanism or another
– Parameters to file “open” calls
– Proprietary POSIX ioctl calls
– MPI_Info
– HDF5 transfer templates

Allow the programmer to:
– Explain more about the I/O pattern
– Specify particular optimizations
– Impose resource limitations

Generally pass information that is used only during a particular set of 
accesses (between open and close, for example)
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MPI-IO Hints

MPI-IO hints may be passed via:
– MPI_File_open 

– MPI_File_set_info 

– MPI_File_set_view 

Hints are optional - implementations are guaranteed to ignore ones they 
do not understand
– Different implementations, even different underlying file systems, 

support different hints
MPI_File_get_info used to get list of hints
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MPI-IO Hints: Data Sieving

ind_rd_buffer_size - Controls the size (in bytes) of the intermediate 
buffer used by ROMIO when performing data sieving reads
ind_wr_buffer_size - Controls the size (in bytes) of the intermediate 
buffer used by ROMIO when performing data sieving writes
romio_ds_read - Determines when ROMIO will choose to perform 
data sieving for reads (enable, disable, auto)
romio_ds_write - Determines when ROMIO will choose to perform 
data sieving for writes
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MPI-IO Hints: Collective I/O

cb_buffer_size - Controls the size (in bytes) of the intermediate 
buffer used in two-phase collective I/O
cb_nodes - Controls the maximum number of aggregators to be used
romio_cb_read - Controls when collective buffering is applied to 
collective read operations
romio_cb_write - Controls when collective buffering is applied to 
collective write operations
cb_config_list - Provides explicit control over aggregators (see 
ROMIO User's Guide)
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MPI-IO Hints: FS-Specific

striping_factor - Controls the number of I/O devices to stripe 
across
striping_unit - Controls the amount of data placed on one device 
before moving to next device (in bytes)
start_iodevice - Determines what I/O device data will first be written 
to
direct_read - Controls direct I/O for reads
direct_write - Controls direct I/O for writes
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Using MPI_Info

Example: setting data sieving buffer to be a whole “frame”

char info_value[16];

MPI_Info info;

MPI_File fh;

MPI_Info_create(&info);

snprintf(info_value, 15, "%d", 3*1024 * 2*768 * 3);

MPI_Info_set(info, "ind_rd_buffer_size", 
info_value);

MPI_File_open(comm, filename, MPI_MODE_RDONLY, info, 
&fh);

MPI_Info_free(&info);
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Hints and PnetCDF

Uses MPI_Info, so almost identical
For example, turning off two-phase writes, in case you’re doing large 
contiguous collective I/O on Lustre:

MPI_Info info;

MPI_File fh;

MPI_Info_create(&info);

MPI_Info_set(info, ”romio_cb_write", “disable”);

ncmpi_open(comm, filename, NC_NOWRITE, info, 
&ncfile);

MPI_Info_free(&info);
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Hints and HDF5

HDF5 uses a combination of property list and MPI_Info structures for 
passing hints
– Property list holds HDF5-specific hints
– H5Pset_set_fapl_mpio used to pass MPI_Info in as well

HDF5 is very configurable; lots of options
We've been talking about details like this long enough :)
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Hints and HDF5

H5Pset_sieve_buf_size(acc_template, 524288); 

H5Pset_alignment(acc_template, 524288, 262144);

MPI_Info_set(FILE_INFO_TEMPLATE, "access_style“, 
"write_once");

H5Pset_fapl_mpio(acc_template, MPI_COMM_WORLD, 
FILE_INFO_TEMPLATE);

/* also */

xfer_template = H5Pcreate(H5P_DATASET_XFER);

H5Pset_hyper_cache(xfer_template, 1u, 0u);

/* specify collective I/O */

H5Pset_dxpl_mpio(xfer_template, H5FD_MPIO_COLLECTIVE);

H5Pset_preserve(xfer_template, 0u);  
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Helping I/O Experts Help You

Scenarios
– Explaining logically what you are doing
– Separate the conceptual structures from their representation on 

storage
– Common vs. infrequent patterns
– Possible consistency management simplifications

Application I/O kernels
– Simple codes exhibiting similar I/O behavior
– Easier for I/O group to work with
– Useful for acceptance testing!
– Needs to be pretty close to the real thing...
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A Tuning Example: mpiBLAST-pio
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BLAST and mpiBLAST

BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) is a widely used 
bioinformatics application for rapidly querying nucleotide (DNA) and 
protein sequence databases
Given an input query sequence, the goal is to find the most similar 
sequences from a large database
Used to predict the structures and functions of new sequences
BLAST is
– Computationally demanding
– Requires huge database to be stored in memory
– Generates gigabytes of output file for large database searches

mpiBLAST is a parallel version of BLAST developed at Los Alamos
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I/O in Original mpiBLAST

mpiBLAST uses a master-slave model
Master partitions the database into fragments and distributes them to the 
workers
Each worker runs the query on its own fragment and sends its results to 
the master
Output processing is done in the master
– Merge partial results from all workers
– Fetch corresponding sequence data
– Compute and output alignments

Drawbacks of this method
– Static partitioning of database creates large number of small files
– Database needs to be repartitioned if application is to be run on a 

larger number of processors
– Output is serialized at the master
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Improving I/O in Original mpiBLAST

Ideas that come to mind
– Use parallel/collective I/O techniques
– Use a portable API that supports these features (e.g. MPI-IO)
– Do not physically partition the database
– Minimize communication between master and workers
– Let workers read their respective parts of the database directly from 

the unpartitioned database in parallel, thereby eliminating the input 
bottleneck at the master

– Similarly, let the workers write the output directly in parallel, 
eliminating the output bottleneck at the master

All these optimizations have been incorporated in mpiBLAST-pio, which is 
based on mpiBLAST 1.4
– Performed by a group from NCSU and ORNL
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Dynamic Partitioning of mpiBLAST-pio

No static pre-partitioning  
– One single database image to search against

Virtual fragments generated dynamically at run time
– Workers read inputs in parallel with MPI-IO interface

Fragment size configurable at run time
– Easily supports dynamic load balancing

Worker1

Frag1

Frag1 Frag2

Global Sequence Data

Worker2

Frag2

Worker3

Frag3

Worker n

FragN

Frag3 FragN

Heshan Lin et al. “Efficient Data Access for Parallel BLAST,” IPDPS ‘05
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Output Processing of mpiBLAST-pio

Master

Worker1
result 1.1
result 1.2
result 1.3

1.1 1.2 1.3

Worker2
result 2.1
result 2.2
result 2.3

2.1 2.2 2.3

Worker3
result 3.1
result 3.2
result 3.3

3.1 3.2 3.3

1.1 1.22.1 2.2 2.33.1 3.2

scores, sizes output offsets

Global output file

DB Frag DB Frag DB Frag

Heshan Lin et al. “Efficient Data Access for Parallel BLAST,” IPDPS ‘05

1

3

2

4

5
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Scalability of mpiBLAST 1.2 vs. pioBLAST

Platform: SGI Altix at ORNL
– 256 processors (1.5GHz Itanium2), 

8GB memory/proc, XFS
Database: nr (1GB)
Output scalability

– Varied query size to generate different 
output size

Node scalability
– mpiBLAST: non-search overhead 

increases quickly
– pioBLAST: non-search time remains 

low

(Results based on pioBLAST, an older 
version of mpiBLAST-pio)

Heshan Lin et al. “Efficient Data Access for Parallel BLAST,” IPDPS ‘05
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Advances in Parallel I/O
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Stripe Alignment and I/O Performance

One reason noncontiguous I/O performance can be low is because of 
unaligned access
– More than one process sending data to a single server 

simultaneously
• Alignment is with respect to file striping by the file system
• Also impacts behavior of locking subsystem (false sharing)

– Can be managed by MPI-IO in some cases
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BTIO and Stripe Alignment

BTIO class C I/O Benchmark
– 3D array access:

162 x 162 x 162 40-byte records
– 40 writes/reads
– Collective I/O (3D subarrays)
– Total I/O amount = 12974.63 MB

Results here from Tungsten
machine at NCSA running Lustre

– 8 I/O servers, 1MB stripe size
– Up to 11GB/s peak I/O to independent files!

“Aligned” results use MPI-IO research prototype with file system alignment 
awareness (from NWU)

– Augmentation to two-phase optimization

Data from Wei-Keng Liao (NWU)
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POSIX I/O Extensions

POSIX IO APIs (open, close, read, write, stat) have semantics that can 
make it hard to achieve high performance when large clusters of 
machines access shared storage
A working group of HEC users is drafting some proposed API additions 
for POSIX that will provide standard ways to achieve higher performance
Primary approach is either to relax semantics that can be expensive, or to 
provide more information to inform the storage system about access 
patterns
The goal is to create a standard way to provide high performance and 
good semantics
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Current HEC POSIX Enhancement Areas

Initial extension set:
– Metadata (lazy attributes, aggregation) 

• statlite() and friends
• readdirplus() and friends

– Coherence – (last writer wins and other such things can be optional)
• O_LAZY, lazyio_propagate(), lazyio_synchronize()

– Efficient name resolution and file open (group file opens) 
• openg(), openfh()

– Flexible (if not concise) description of I/O operations
• readx(), writex()

Group locks, ACLs, QoS, and portable hinting are being investigated as well
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openg, openfh - Name Space Traversal and Collective Open

int openg(char *path, int mode, fh_t *handle);
int openfh(fh_t *fh);
The openg() function opens a file named by path according to mode 
(e.g., O_RDWR).  It returns an opaque file handle corresponding to a file 
descriptor. The intent is that the file handle can be transferred to 
cooperating processes and converted to a file descriptor with openfh().
The openfh() function shall create an
open file descriptor that refers to the
file represented by the fh argument.
The file status flags and file access
modes of the open file description shall
be set according to those given in the
accompanying openg().
Enables ROMIO to perform scalable
MPI_File_open() for any FS as with
PVFS implementation. Data from Ruth Klundt (SNL), using Darkstar cluster.
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Concluding Remarks
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Tests We Didn’t Run

We spent weeks running tests for this tutorial
– Can’t run everything!
– Tried to pick benchmarks that show interesting behavior
– Didn’t explore hints for performance tuning with benchmarks

There are a number of other helpful benchmarks available
– b_eff_io – comprehensive MPI-IO performance benchmark from Univ. 

of Stuttgart (Rabenseifner)
– mpi-tile-io – 2D noncontiguous I/O test

Application I/O kernels are the best
– Create one for your application if you want others to experiment with 

your workloads
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Wrapping Up

We've covered a lot of ground in a short time
– Very low-level, serial interfaces
– High-level, hierarchical file formats

There is no magic in high performance I/O
– Under the covers it looks a lot like shared memory or message 

passing
– Knowing how things work will lead you to better performance

Things will continue to get more complicated, but hopefully easier too!
– Remote access to data
– More layers to I/O stack
– Domain-specific application interfaces
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Printed References

John May, Parallel I/O for High Performance Computing, Morgan 
Kaufmann, October 9, 2000.
– Good coverage of basic concepts, some MPI-IO, HDF5, and serial 

netCDF
William Gropp, Ewing Lusk, and Rajeev Thakur, Using MPI-2: Advanced 
Features of the Message Passing Interface, MIT Press, November 26, 
1999.
– In-depth coverage of MPI-IO API, including a very detailed 

description of the MPI-IO consistency semantics
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On-Line References (1 of 3)

netCDF
http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/packages/netcdf/

PnetCDF
http://www.mcs.anl.gov/parallel-netcdf/

ROMIO MPI-IO
http://www.mcs.anl.gov/romio/

HDF5 and HDF5 Tutorial
http://www.hdfgroup.org/
http://hdf.ncsa.uiuc.edu/HDF5/
http://hdf.ncsa.uiuc.edu/HDF5/doc/Tutor/index.html
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On-Line References (2 of 3)

PVFS
http://www.pvfs.org/

Lustre
http://www.lustre.org/

GPFS
http://www.almaden.ibm.com/storagesystems/file_systems/GPFS/
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On-Line References (3 of 3)

LLNL I/O tests (IOR, fdtree, mdtest)
http://www.llnl.gov/icc/lc/siop/downloads/download.html

Parallel I/O Benchmarking Consortium (noncontig, mpi-tile-io, mpi-md-test)
http://www.mcs.anl.gov/pio-benchmark/

FLASH I/O benchmark
http://www.mcs.anl.gov/pio-benchmark/
http://flash.uchicago.edu/~jbgallag/io_bench/ (original version)

b_eff_io test (not discussed)
http://www.hlrs.de/organization/par/services/models/mpi/b_eff_io/

mpiBLAST
http://mpiblast.lanl.gov or http://www.mpiblast.org
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